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Spatiotemporal hemodynamic monitoring via
configurable skin-like microfiber Bragg grating
group
Hengtian Zhu1†, Junxian Luo2†, Qing Dai3†, Shugeng Zhu1, Huan Yang1,
Kanghu Zhou1, Liuwei Zhan1, Biao Xu3, Ye Chen1, Yanqing Lu1 and
Fei Xu1*

Systemic blood circulation is one of life activity’s most important physiological functions. Continuous noninvasive hemo-
dynamic monitoring is essential for the management of cardiovascular status. However, it is difficult to achieve systemic
hemodynamic monitoring with the daily use of current devices due to the lack of multichannel and time-synchronized op-
eration capability over the whole body. Here, we utilize a soft microfiber Bragg grating group to monitor spatiotemporal
hemodynamics by taking advantage of the high sensitivity,  electromagnetic immunity,  and great temporal  synchroniza-
tion between multiple remote sensor nodes. A continuous systemic hemodynamic measurement technique is developed
using all-mechanical  physiological  signals,  such as  ballistocardiogram signals  and pulse waves,  to  illustrate  the actual
mechanical  process of  blood circulation.  Multiple hemodynamic parameters,  such as systemic pulse transit  time, heart
rate, blood pressure, and peripheral resistance, are monitored using skin-like microfiber Bragg grating patches conform-
ally attached at different body locations. Relying on the soft microfiber Bragg grating group, the spatiotemporal hemody-
namic monitoring technique opens up new possibilities in clinical medical diagnosis and daily health management.
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 Introduction
Cardiovascular  disease  is  the  world's  leading  cause  of
death1.  According  to  the  World  Health  Organization,
17.9 million people die every year due to cardiovascular
diseases  such  as  coronary  heart  disease,  cerebrovascular
disease, peripheral  arterial  disease,  thromboembolic dis-
ease,  etc.  For  the  prewarning  and  accurate  treatment  of

cardiovascular diseases, it is important to monitor hemo-
dynamic parameters continuously, including blood pres-
sure  (BP),  heart  rate  (HR),  peripheral  resistance  (PR),
and  vascular  elasticity.  Several  available  physiological
signals,  such  as  electrocardiogram  (ECG)  signals2,
phonocardiogram (PCG) signals3, and pulse waves4,5 can
be  used  to  calculate  specific  hemodynamic  parameters 
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and diagnose diseases such as arrhythmia and myocardi-
al  infarction.  Pulse  transit  time  (PTT),  the  time  it  takes
for  an  arterial  pulse  wave  to  reach  the  periphery,  can
continuously  and  noninvasively  evaluate  BP  without  a
cuff6−11. Soft wearable devices are well suited to monitor-
ing physiological signals with the advantages of real-time
operation  capability,  skin-like  mechanical  properties,
and  high-SNR  sensing  capability12−22. However,  the  hu-
man cardiovascular  system  is  complicated  and  distrib-
uted.  Monolithic  hemodynamic  parameters  achieved  by
current wearable  devices  cannot  adequately  and  pre-
cisely  reflect  the  health  status  of  regional  vasculature.  A
spatiotemporal  hemodynamic  monitoring  technique  is
urgently  needed to  satisfy  the  ever-growing  demand for
clinical  treatment  and  daily  health  management  of  the
cardiovascular system.

The distributed optical fiber (DOF) sensing technique
represented  by  the  fiber  Bragg  grating  (FBG)  is  ideally
suited  for  spatiotemporal  hemodynamic  monitoring.  Its
spatially distributed multichannel sensing capability and
lack of electromagnetic interference lay a foundation for
multiple  high-SNR  physiological  signal  monitoring23−25.
The excellent  time  synchronization  ensures  PTT  detec-
tion  accuracy  considering  the  fast  pulse  wave  velocity
(PWV). In addition, the flexible networking of FBGs can
customize a sensing net on the body according to hemo-
dynamic monitoring  requirements.  However,  the  tradi-
tional optical fiber has a large-distinct mechanical prop-
erty  with  the  skin  considering  its  rigid  and  brittle  silica
material and  thick  diameter  of  125  μm,  making  it  diffi-
cult  to  be  worn  on  the  body  stably  and  comfortably.
Flexible  packaging  technology  has  been  used  to  address
the  mechanical  mismatch26−28.  Nevertheless,  excessive
thick encapsulation  and  the  low  sensitivity  of  commer-
cial  FBG  devices  pose  obstacles  in  detecting  subtle
physiological signals, thereby limiting their potential ap-
plications  in  wearable  devices.  Optical  microfibers  have
been proven to have excellent flexibility,  configurability,
and large evanescent fields for high sensitivity sensing. In
recent  years,  flexible  devices  based  on  microfibers  have
realized physiological signal monitoring19,29, voice detec-
tion21,  and  human-computer  interaction30.  However,
these devices are difficult to achieve spatially distributed,
time-synchronized, and multi-parameter  sensing  capab-
ility without wavelength encoding strategy.

Here,  we  report  a  configurable  soft  microfiber  Bragg
grating (μFBG) group to monitor spatiotemporal hemo-
dynamics.  The  precise  tapering  technology,  flexible

packaging  technology,  and  advanced  femtosecond  laser
direct-writing  technique  were  employed  to  prepare  the
skin-like μFBG patch. Due to the ultrafine diameter and
ultrathin thickness, the patch has excellent flexibility and
enhanced sensitivity by two orders of magnitude. A bal-
listocardiogram (BCG) signal  is  successfully  detected by
a μFBG patch attached to the chest  skin at  the tricuspid
site.  Pulse  waves  at  different  superficial  artery  sites  are
detected with a high signal-to-noise ratio. The soft μFBG
group can be constructed by connecting μFBG patches in
series.  Benefiting  from  the  flexible  layout  of  the  soft
μFBG group on the body,  systemic PTTs are  calculated,
revealing  the  health  status  of  regional  arteries.  HR  and
BP, two  important  hemodynamic  parameters,  are  mon-
itored  when  the  user  exercises.  Moreover,  the  variation
in regional PR can be detected. Relying on the soft μFBG
group,  the  spatiotemporal  hemodynamic  monitoring
technique  opens  up  new  possibilities  in  daily  health
management,  early  screening  of  disease,  and  precise
treatment  in  the  clinic. Table  S1 summarizes the  differ-
ences  of  this  work  from  previous  studies  based  on  the
microfiber sensors.

 Results and discussion

 Device design and working principle
The  optical  microfiber  contains  a  femtosecond laser-in-
scribed FBG embedded in a skin-like thin polydimethyl-
siloxane  (PDMS)  patch  and  is  connected  end-to-end
with  two  commercial  single-mode  optical  fibers  (SMFs)
for  light  propagation,  as  shown in Fig. 1(a).  The  optical
micrograph  in Fig. 1(b) and scanning  electron  micro-
graph (SEM) in Fig. 1(c) show that  the microfiber  has  a
controllable  and  uniform  diameter  of  12  μm  using  the
flame  brushing  method31 (for  the  detailed  fabrication
process, see Supplementary Fig. S1). The smooth surface
of the microfiber ensures the low loss of the μFBG patch.
The optical microfiber has great flexibility and configur-
ability  due  to  its  ultrafine  diameter29,32.  The  ultrathin
PDMS  patch  prepared  by  the  scraper-coating  flexible
packaging  technique  provides  a  similar  elastic  modulus
to  human  skin  and  a  large  lamination  area,  ensuring
strong adhesion. Additionally, PDMS has a lower refract-
ive index than the microfiber and serves as the cladding
layer of the optical  waveguide.  This restricts the evanes-
cent  field  of  the  microfiber  and  ensures  low  loss  of  the
μFBG  patch.  As  shown  in Fig. 1(d),  the  skin-like  μFBG
patch is capable of attaching to a model hand conformally.
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Using the femtosecond laser direct-writing technique33,34,
the FBG is inscribed at the axis of the microfiber point by
point,  avoiding  the  damage  of  the  peripheral  PDMS
patch. The  working  wavelength  of  FBG  can  be  con-
trolled  by  the  grating  period  when the  microfiber’s dia-
meter  is  fixed.  As  shown  in Fig. 1(e),  three  soft  μFBG
patches with  different  working wavelengths  are  connec-
ted in series by a commercial single-mode fiber, making
multichannel operation over the whole body possible. A
red  light  propagates  along  the  optical  fiber  and  scatters
out  at  the  three  FBG  positions.  The  reflective  optical

spectra  of  the  three  soft  μFBG  patches  can  be  acquired
with a  single  measurement  using  the  optical  signal  ac-
quisition  such  as  the  optical  spectrum  analyzer  (OSA)
and FBG  interrogator,  ensuring  excellent  temporal  syn-
chronization.  When  bending  one  of  the  soft  μFBG
patches,  its  grating  period  changes,  resulting  in  the
wavelength  shift  of  the  corresponding  reflective  peak  in
the optical spectrum without interference with the other
reflective peaks (Fig. 1(f)). The total transmission loss of
the three μFBG patches is 1.95 dB (0.65 dB each on aver-
age), indicating the low loss of the skin-like μFBG patch.
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Fig. 1 | Skin-like microfiber Bragg grating (μFBG) patch. (a) Schematic illustration of the soft μFBG patch. The optical microfiber contains a

femtosecond laser-inscribed FBG embedded in a thin PDMS patch and is connected end-to-end with two commercial single-mode optical fibers

(SMFs) for light propagation. (b) Optical micrograph of the soft μFBG patch. The FBG is inscribed in the axis of the microfiber. (c) SEM of the mi-

crofiber, which has a diameter of 12 μm. (d) Image of the soft μFBG patch draped on a life-sized, transparent mannequin hand conformally. (e)

Image of  three soft  μFBG patches connected in  series to  illustrate the multichannel  sensing capabilities.  (f)  Reflective optical  spectrum of  the

three  soft  μFBG  patches.  The  μFBG  patches  are  capable  of  detecting  strain  separately  without  interference  due  to  the  different  working

wavelengths. (g–i) Images of the soft μFBG patch under modes of bending, twisting, and waving, demonstrating the mechanical compliance and

robustness of the device.
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As shown in Fig. 1(g−i),  regardless  of  bending,  twisting,
or waving the soft μFBG patch, it can withstand deform-
ation and guide light, showing its high potential for skin
integration applications.

 Device characterization
The skin-like μFBG patch converts strain to a shift in the
working  wavelength,  realizing  force/vibration  sensing.
Its response to the stress and vibration was characterized
by  the  stress  test  equipment  (Supplementary Fig.  S2).
The  soft  μFBG  patch  was  attached  to  a  thick  Ecoflex
(smooth-on  00-30)  substrate,  which  had  a  low  elastic
modulus  (69  kPa  under  100%  strain)  and  was  used  to
simulate human  skin.  An  Ecoflex  contactor  was  em-
ployed to compress the soft μFBG patch, resulting in dif-
ferent degrees of  deformation. Figure 2(a) shows the re-
flective  optical  spectrum  under  different  stresses.  The
raw  curves  (light  color)  were  fitted  with  the  Lorentz
function  to  extract  the  peak  wavelengths.  The  reflective
peak shifted right significantly when the stress increased.
According to Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 2(c), the soft μFBG patch
had  a  high  and  linear  sensitivity  of  5.26  nm/N  under  a
small stress range (within 50 mN) and a high sensitivity
of  2.86  nm/N  under  a  large  stress  range  (0.05–0.45  N).
The  sensitivity  guaranteed  the  signal  quality  for  human
physiological  signals  such  as  a  pulse  wave  (10–50  mN).
The stress response curves when stress increased and de-
creased are identical in Fig. 2(d), indicating the low hys-
teresis  property. Figure 2(e) demonstrates  the  dynamic
response  under  multiple  different  stresses.  The
wavelength shift was identical to the stress calibrated by a
commercial  force  meter  and  showed  good  repeatability
and  stability.  Using  the  same  characterization  method,
the  commercial  FBG  with  diameters  of  125  μm  and  80
μm  had  low  sensitivities  of  0.02  nm/N  and  0.04  nm/N,
respectively  (Fig. 2(b),  inset).  The  stress  response  of  the
soft μFBG patch was enhanced by 2 orders of magnitude
compared  with  that  of  the  commercial  FBG  sensors  in
Fig. 2(f) because the  ultrafine  diameter  (12  μm)  in-
creased  the  strain  under  the  common  stress  and  the
evanescent  field35,36 introduced the  variation  in  the  mi-
crofiber’s effective refractive index.

The soft μFBG patch also had a great response to low-
frequency vibration, benefiting from the ultrathin thick-
ness  of  the  PDMS  patch.  As  shown  in Fig. 2(g−i),  the
waveform was sinusoidal, and the amplitude was identic-
al when detecting vibrations with frequencies of 1 Hz, 2
Hz, and 5 Hz, ensuring waveform accuracy when detect-

ing human physiological mechanical signals, which tend
to  be  low-frequency  vibration  signals.  Also,  the  μFBG
patch  can  successfully  measure  vibrations  up  to  100  Hz
(Supplementary Fig.  S3).  By  designing  the  structure  of
the microfiber and the demodulation equipment, higher
frequency  vibration  signals  can  be  acquired37.  A  10000-
circle repetition test was performed with the same stress
at a frequency of 1 Hz, as shown in Fig. 2(j), showing the
great  repeatability  and  robustness  of  the  soft  μFBG
patch.

 Human physiological signal detection
Owing to the skin-like mechanical compliance and excel-
lent  stress/vibration  response,  the  skin-like  μFBG  patch
can maintain stable contact with human skin in different
body locations and detect multiple physiological signals.
The subjects were instructed to relax their bodies and to
remain calm  during  the  measurement.  Ballistocardio-
gram (BCG) signals, as the near-end signals of the cardi-
ovascular  system  and  pulse  waves  at  multiple  far-end
body sites, were detected to analyze the propagation pro-
cess of pulse waves and monitor hemodynamic paramet-
ers.  An  FBG  interrogator  was  employed  to  record  the
wavelength shift of the soft μFBG patch caused by micro
stress  on  the  skin  surface  due  to  cardiovascular  activity
with a sampling frequency of 2500 Hz.

As  shown  in Fig. 3(a), the  soft  μFBG  patch  was  at-
tached to the chest skin at the tricuspid site to detect the
BCG signal.  A small amount of medical alcohol was ap-
plied to make the μFBG patch adhere conformally to the
skin  surface.  After  the  alcohol  evaporated,  the  patch
maintained  close  contact  with  the  skin.  The  raw  BCG
signal  (Supplementary Fig.  S4(a))  was  mixed  with  the
respiration  signal  caused  by  the  periodic  expansion  of
the  chest,  which  was  represented  as  baseline  shift  and
had  a  low  frequency  (<  1  Hz).  By  employing  the  short-
time Fourier  transform (STFT),  the  time-frequency dia-
gram of the raw BCG signal was obtained (Supplement-
ary Fig.  S4(b)).  The  frequency  components  related  to
heart  rate  were  clearly  identified  in  the  time-frequency
diagram.  Therefore,  a  3–15 Hz  bandpass  filter  was  em-
ployed to eliminate the low-frequency respiration signal
and  the  high-frequency  noise.  After  filtering,  the  BCG
signal  relative  to  periodic  cardiovascular  activity  stood
out  both  in  the  time domain  and in  the  time-frequency
domain (Supplementary Fig. S4(c) and S4(d)). The heart
rate period can be distinguished significantly (see the tri-
angle marks in Fig. 3(b)). Figure 3(c) shows the details of
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BCG signal. Among the feature points, the I wave repres-
ents the beginning of cardiac ejection. The purple region
identified by the I wave and K wave indicates the systole
of the heart rhythm. The spectrum signature of the BCG
signal is illustrated in Fig. 3(d).

When  detecting  the  pulse  wave,  the  soft  μFBG  patch
was attached to the skin at the superficial artery sites, as

shown  in Fig. 3(e).  The  typical  pulse  wave  at  the  radial
artery is shown in Fig. 3(f).  As shown in Supplementary
Fig.  S4(e) and S4(f),  the  raw  pulse  wave  contained  the
baseline  shift  caused  by  the  movement  of  the  arm  and
obvious  high-frequency  noise.  Therefore,  a  0.5–10  Hz
bandpass  filter  was  employed  to  remove  them  (Supple-
mentary Fig.  S4(g) and S4(h)).  Additionally,  the  details
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of  the  pulse  wave  are  shown  in Fig. 3(g).  The  B  wave
tends to represent the beginning of cardiac ejection, and
the  purple  region  identified  by  the  B  wave  and  D  wave
indicates  the  systole  of  the  heart  rhythm.  The  spectrum
signature of the pulse wave is illustrated in Fig. 3(h). The
I  wave  of  the  BCG  signal  and  the  B  wave  of  the  pulse
wave  both  represent  the  beginning  of  cardiac  ejection.
Therefore, we use the two feature points to calculate the
PTT and to analyze the propagation process of the pulse
wave.

The  signal  amplitude  defined  by  the  maximum
wavelength shift is a key factor in determining the signal
quality.  Benefiting  from  the  high  sensitivity  of  the  soft
μFBG patch, the signal amplitudes of the BCG signal and
radial pulse wave were up to 35 pm and 80 pm, respect-
ively, guaranteeing the accuracy of hemodynamic monit-
oring. Using  the  same  detection  method,  the  commer-
cial FBG had a signal amplitude of less than 2 pm, which
was hard  to  detect  by  optical  signal  acquisitions,  result-
ing in poor waveform accuracy (Supplementary Fig. S5).

 Systemic PTT calculation using the μFBG group
Owing to the multichannel and time-synchronized oper-
ation capability,  the  soft  μFBG  group  was  built  by  con-
necting  two  μFBG  patches  in  series.  The  μFBG  group

was capable of detecting the BCG signal and pulse wave
synchronously.  The I  wave of  the BCG signal  and the B
wave  of  the  pulse  wave  were  used  to  calculate  the  PTT.
By detecting the pulse wave at different superficial artery
sites,  systemic PTT was available to thoroughly evaluate
the status of the cardiovascular system. As shown in Fig.
4(a),  the  PTTs  of  three  different  cases  (heart  to  carotid
artery (CA), heart to radial artery (RA), and heart to ped-
al artery (PA)) were detected and calculated on a healthy
man with a body height of 172 cm. Figure 4(b−g) shows
the waveforms and details  of  the synchronous BCG sig-
nal  and  pulse  wave.  The  purple  regions  indicate  each
PTT.

The morphology  of  pulse  waves  at  the  three  superfi-
cial artery sites differed from each other. The pulse wave
at limbs tended to possess a steeper waveform compared
with the one at neck. This phenomenon is caused by the
backward propagation of pulse waves at arterioles, which
is called the amplification effect38. Compared to the cent-
ral  site,  such as the neck, the reflected pulse wave at the
peripheral  site  travels  a  much shorter  distance  and thus
instantly  contributes  to  the  waveform,  resulting  in  a
higher  amplitude.  In  addition,  the  pulse  wave  at  limbs
tended  to  have  a  later  dicrotic  wave  compared  with  the
wave at the neck. The dicrotic wave is generated from the
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Fig. 3 | Ballistocardiogram (BCG) signal and pulse wave detection using a μFBG patch. (a) Schematic diagram of BCG signal detection. A
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blood reflux flowing to the artery again due to the clos-
ure  of  the  aortic  valve.  For  the  pulse  wave  at  peripheral
sites,  the blood reflux travels  a  longer distance from the
heart,  thus  contributing  to  the  increasing  time  interval
between the systolic peak and the dicrotic wave.

The PTTs of the three cases differed from each other,
as shown in Fig. 4(h).  The pulse wave propagating from
the heart to the CA needed the shortest PTT of 5.7 ms in
the  average.  In  comparison,  the  average  PTTs  of  the
heart to the RA and the heart to the PA were 27.4 ms and
107.9  ms,  respectively.  The  validation  of  PTT  is  due  to
the  different  artery  lengths  and  pulse  wave  propagation

velocity. The pulse wave at the aorta has a relatively slow
PWV  (~5  m/s)  because  of  the  large  elastic  modulus39,
and  the  pulse  wave  at  the  arteriole  has  a  quick  PWV
(15–35 m/s)40.  Therefore,  the PTT from the heart  to the
CA was very short, and the pulse wave propagating from
the heart to the PA required a long time considering an
artery length of more than 1 meter. Relying on the mul-
tichannel  and  time-synchronized  operation  capability,
the  soft  μFBG  group  realized  systemic  PTT  calculation.
Moreover,  it  is  capable  of  detecting  the  all-mechanical
process of pulse wave propagation and achieving a more
accurate  propagation  time  of  pulse  waves  than  pulse
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arrival time  (PAT)  by  eliminating  the  pre-ejection  peri-
od  (PEP)  delay41.  Based  on  the  above  advantages,  the
μFBG  group  demonstrates  the  potential  for  accurate
clinical  diagnosis  and  early  screening  of  lesions  in  the
cardiovascular system.

 Hemodynamic monitoring during exercise
Under the load from exercise, there are many changes in
hemodynamics  due  to  increasing  metabolism.  Research
on  hemodynamic  variation  law  during  exercise  can
provide an early diagnosis  of  cardiovascular disease and
comprehensively evaluate  cardiovascular  system  func-
tion42,43. Unlike  a  commercial  cuff-type  sphygmomano-
meter,  the  soft  μFBG  group  is  capable  of  detecting
physiological signals in real time and monitoring hemo-
dynamics continuously. Supplementary Fig. S6 shows an
operational flowchart  of  hemodynamic  monitoring  us-
ing the soft  μFBG group.  One patch of  the μFBG group
was attached  to  the  chest  skin,  and  the  other  was  at-
tached to the left foot. After signal filtering, the near-end
BCG  signal,  far-end  pulse  wave,  and  respiration  signal
were  extracted  with  great  temporal  synchronization,  as
shown in Fig. 5(a). The I wave of the BCG signal and the
B wave of  the pulse wave were used to calculate the HR
and  PTT.  The  subject  lay  on  the  bed  and  exercised  by
pretending to ride a bicycle with the right foot alone. At
the same  time,  a  commercial  cuff-type  sphygmomano-
meter  was  employed  on  the  left  arm  of  the  subject  to
provide  the  gold  standard  HR  and  BP. Figure 5(b) and
5(c) demonstrate  typical  waveforms  of  the  BCG  signal
and pulse wave when the subject was in static and in ex-
ercise, respectively. As shown in Fig. 5(d), the HR was in-
creased  at  the  beginning  of  exercise  and  decreased  to  a
normal level after 3–4 minutes at the end of exercise. The
BCG signal and pulse wave at several typical time points
are  shown  in  Supplementary Fig.  S7.  At  the  same  time
interval, there are more cardiac cycles in exercise than in
static. The HR achieved by the soft μFBG group was con-
sistent with the results of the sphygmomanometer, show-
ing  the  accuracy  of  hemodynamic  monitoring.  During
exercise,  another  interesting  phenomenon  was  that  the
PWV  (proportional  to  1/PTT)  significantly  increased
along with the systolic blood pressure, which is shown in
Fig. 5(e).  This  phenomenon is  due to  the contraction of
nonexercise muscle blood vessels caused by sympathetic
stimulation in  exercise.  The  contraction  leads  to  in-
creased arterial pressure and accelerated blood flow. The
variation  in  HR  and  PTT  achieved  by  the  soft  μFBG
group  was  repeatable  under  multiple  exercise  periods,

demonstrating  the  potential  for  dynamic  hemodynamic
monitoring.

 Dynamic peripheral resistance monitoring
PR  reflects  the  unobstructed  level  of  the  cardiovascular
system, and PR monitoring is significant for the diagnos-
is  of  cardiovascular  diseases  such  as  arteriosclerosis,
thrombus, and hypertension44,45. Relying on the PTT, the
dynamic  variation  in  PR  was  successfully  monitored  by
our soft μFBG group. Figure 6(a) shows a schematic dia-
gram of the PR monitoring experiment. One patch of the
μFBG group was attached to the chest skin to detect the
BCG signal,  and the  other  was  attached to  the  left  wrist
to detect  the  pulse  wave.  An  inflatable  cuff  was  em-
ployed at the left upper arm to impose external pressure
on the artery to simulate the variation in PR. The extern-
al pressure rapidly increased and slowly decreased in the
process.  The continuous BCG signal and pulse wave are
shown  in Fig. 6(b),  and  the  green  region  indicates  the
compression period. The BCG signal was stable,  but the
pulse  wave  was  disturbed  and  even  interrupted  because
high external pressure blocked the blood flow. It is a not-
able feature  that  PTT  increased  with  the  external  pres-
sure  when  the  pulse  waveform  was  recognizable.  When
the  external  pressure  increased,  the  transmural  blood
pressure defined by the differential value between the in-
ternal pressure (also known as BP) and external pressure
of the artery decreased, resulting in slow PWV (for a de-
tailed  analytical  model  of  the  artery,  see  Supplementary
Materials  and  methods  and Fig.  S9).  The  response  of
PTT to  the  external  pressure  was  reproducible,  demon-
strating the soft μFBG group’s potential for PR monitor-
ing. Benefiting from the multichannel operation capabil-
ity, the soft μFBG group can monitor the regional PR of
the  artery  and  have  a  potential  application  in  rapid
thrombus positioning.

 Conclusions
We  have  demonstrated  a  soft  μFBG  group  that  offers
continuous and  noninvasive  monitoring  of  spatiotem-
poral hemodynamics. Combining flexible material integ-
ration with precise  micro/nanostructure  design,  the  soft
μFBG  patch  achieves  both  a  great  sensing  response  on
stress/vibration  and intimate  coupling  with  human skin
with suitable  mechanical  compliance.  Thanks  to  its  ul-
trafine  diameter  and  ultrathin  thickness,  this  sensor’s
sensitivity has  been  increased  by  two  orders  of  mag-
nitude  compared  to  commercial  FBGs.  Exploiting  the
advanced  femtosecond  laser  fabrication  technique  and
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quasi-distributed  optical  fiber  sensing  technique,  high-
quality  all-mechanical  physiological  signals  such  as  the
near-end BCG  signal  and  far-end  pulse  wave  are  detec-
ted to reflect the actual mechanical process of blood cir-
culation.  Relying  on  the  multichannel  and  time-syn-
chronized operation capability, the soft μFBG group can
be  used  to  monitor  systemic  hemodynamic  parameters
and  reflect  regional  artery  statuses.  The  device  satisfies
clinical  requirements  for  real-time  and  continuous
hemodynamic  monitoring  and  reconfigurable  regional
health evaluation  of  the  cardiovascular  system.  In  addi-
tion,  electromagnetic  immunity  makes  the  μFBG  group
compatible  with  essential  medical  imaging,  especially
magnetic  resonance  imaging.  Applications  in  systemic
PTT  calculation,  dynamic  hemodynamic  monitoring
during exercise,  and  regional  PR  monitoring  demon-
strate the great potential in the diagnosis of cardiovascu-
lar diseases such as arrhythmia, angiosclerosis, hyperten-
sion,  and  thrombosis  and  can  facilitate  precise  clinical
diagnosis,  the  fast  screening  of  lesions,  and  daily  health
management.
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